
Stroft Catfish Braided Fishing Line Green | 
1000m | R12-0,550mm-62kg

Stroft

Product number: SWG3-78655G

The Stroft GTP type R catfish line - highly 
developed braided fishing line for precise and long 
casts.

0,26 €/m
301,75 €
256,49 € * 256,49 €

Stroft Waller line Braided fishing line - top performance for 
professional anglers

Discover the Stroft GTP Type R braided fishing line, a revolutionary development in the field of braided 
fishing lines. Specially developed for demanding anglers, this Stroft line represents the perfect combination 
of decades of experience and innovative technology. Whether you prefer the Stroft GTP in the R7 version 
or the stronger R12, each variant stands for "round and tight", which emphasises the superior quality of this 
catfish line.

Highest technical perfection

Round perfection and inner strength: The unique "round and tight" feature of Stroft catfish line
offers exceptional roundness and strength, thanks to a specialised braid of 300x8 single fibres for the 
R12 type.
Innovative dimple technology: The specially developed dimples on the surface of this Stroft fishing 
line significantly reduce air resistance, similar to the dimples on a golf ball, and thus enable further 
and more precise casts.
New UHMWPE fibre: An advanced development allows the use of extremely fine UHMWPE fibres, 
resulting in a denser and more robust line structure, ideal for any braided catfish line.

Availability and design

This catfish line is available in a range of attractive colours including light grey, green and multicolour. The 



multicolour version changes colour every 10 metres, which is particularly advantageous when used as a 
braided catfish line.

Ideal for professional anglers

The Stroft GTP Type R catfish line is a first-class choice for professional anglers who value the highest 
quality and performance. With its advanced technology and robust construction, this Stroft line is an 
indispensable tool for any fishing trip.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=691217f5a5b40cd77a2ef3747d0085a8

